
Controlling tenant access and entry points within multiple facilities can be challenging.  With 

Brivo’s cloud-based access control solutions, you can build a secure infrastructure that’s as 

versatile and varying as your environment.  Brivo’s cloud security offers property managers the 

unprecedented flexibility to deploy high quality security anywhere—rapidly, easily and cost 

effectively.

Scalability Anytime Anywhere ControlTenant Self Service

Add or remove suites or tenants
Tenant locked out?

Handle from your smartphoneTenants can manage access points

NOW Leasing!

673 NEW 
Units Added

OFFICE

Tenant 
Satisfaction

Your tenants will enjoy managing users and access points 
through Brivo’s easy-to-use, scalable and reliable system

Risk 
Avoidance

Brivo’s cloud solutions are multi-tenant and hosted in highly 
reliable data centers with built-in redundancy

Prompt & 
Pro-Active Service

On-demand remote administration allows immediate service

Set up customized rules for targeted notifications to meet 
your needs

Maximized 
ROI

Brivo’s Software as a Service (SaaS) model allows you to tailor 
your access control and video system to your changing needs

Adding and removing users or locations is simple, and you 
only pay for what you use

Open 
Platform

Our solutions are compatible with industry-standard 
technology so you can combine systems and streamline data 
to better manage your business

Long Lasting 
Partnership

Brivo scales to your changing business needs – We’re ready to 
deliver the security you need, when you need it

Property Management,
Simplified

Infinite Scalability

Rapid Deployment

Anytime, Anywhere Control

Less IT

Less Cost

Maximized Security

Cloud-based security opens new doors 
for property managers

simply better security



The Product
ACS WebService® Cloud-based access control solution that provides reliable, real time 
control of your facilities. Leverages the power and versatility of the cloud to provide 
powerful, scalable, secure solutions.
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“Brivo is the easiest interface 
I’ve seen. It’s a one-stop 
shop for creating badges 
and for immediate control 
and reporting over all access 
events. Plus, we don’t have 
to have one ‘expert’ on a 
dedicated computer for the 
system—we can get other 
staff up and running on it 
fairly quickly. “

James J. Elliott
The RADCO Companies

Eliminate the Servers, Eliminate the Hassles 

Maximize the Flexibility

“The system is great.  
Training is easy and we can 
customize it to our needs—it 
really makes a difference in 
improving the management 
of this very busy, diverse 
property.”

Summer Jridi
North Bethesda Market

Cloud Security: Visualizing A Better Solution
When introduced in 2001, Brivo’s cloud-based physical access control system was a truly 

revolutionary solution—after a decade of evolution and innovation, it still is. 

“Without the Brivo system, I simply could not effectively manage this 
number of people. Our telephone entry system was too time consuming 
and inefficient. Now, we have control from one location. It makes my 
day to day easier, and I’m much more productive. We are constantly 
getting called by our residents and guests, and now it’s easy to take care 
of their access needs. “ 

Pam Basilicato
Omni Management for Barefoot Resort

simply better security
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Founded in 1999 and headquartered in Bethesda, MD, Brivo Systems pioneered cloud-based access control security, 
utilizing open technologies, and is unmatched in bringing SaaS based solutions to the security field.
 
Brivo secures thousands of organizations worldwide within multiple industries including healthcare and 
pharmaceutical, government, property management and retail.
 
Brivo is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Duchossois Group, a privately held holding company.
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